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DISCLAIMER: Although every effort has been taken to make sure that there are no mistakes,

there might be still, some mistakes inadvertently crept in the article. Please notify the same @

author’s email: drbhavdeep@gmail.com or Call/Whatsapp: 98761-93039 and they will be

corrected ASAP.

As mentioned previously, I have been dealing in the past few issues with an in-depth detail

about a few terms and concepts used very commonly in the arena of Mutual Funds. In the

last issue, I dealt with – The Two Styles of Investing – Growth Investing & Value

Investing, How can Compound Interest in Mutual Funds make us Rich, Rule 72 and its

role in Compounding vis-à-vis inflation, Total Return Index vs. Price Return Index –

Comparison, Effect on Mutual Fund Investors and Absolute & Relative Returns –

Meaning, Calculation & Importance, Trailing & Rolling Returns – Meaning, Calculation

& Importance, Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) – What is CAGR and How is it

Useful and Portfolio Turnover Ratio – Meaning, Importance, How to use it and some

concepts associated with all of them. I hope the above terms and concepts don’t seem alien

to you as I move further.

Let us continue with our discussion on Mutual Funds from where we left

it in Part 19 of the series.
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Capture Ratio: Meaning, Types, Things to consider

Capture ratio helps us to identify the quality of the mutual fund across different phases of market

rally and slump. We can assess the impact of volatility on fund returns.

What is a Capture Ratio?
Capture ratios have an analytical structure which indicates the intrinsic strength of a mutual fund

to face market turbulence. It reveals such information which trailing returns are unable to

disclose. Volatility is a part of every securities’ investment. Especially when it comes to equity

as an asset class, market fluctuations can be a boon as well as a bane. A conservative investor

may not invest in equities if he or she is not ready to bear the risk of volatility. Conversely, an

aggressive investor may find it helpful in price discovery of his investment. Here, one point

about volatility needs to be underscored. The more an equity fund loses value during a slump, the

harder the fund manager finds it to recover the fund losses during a market rally. Thus, we can’t

escape volatility altogether in mutual fund investments. We can, however, find a way to select a

fund which retains value irrespective of the market conditions. Capture ratio, thus, enables to

break down the complex annualized returns to show out-performance / under-performance of the

fund during a market rally / slump. Such performance is shown against a broad-based benchmark

such as the NSE Nifty 50 or S&P BSE Sensex. It shows the attitude of the fund manager

towards risk. It also highlights his or her capacity to generate higher risk-adjusted returns.

Capture ratios are expressed in percentage. We may find the capture ratio for the period

one/three/five/ten/fifteen years in the fact sheet of the fund.

Types of Capture Ratios

Capture ratios facilitate in analyzing the performance of the fund managers and allow for

choosing the superior performers over the inferior ones. Capture ratios are of two types; upside

capture ratio and downside capture ratio.

a. Upside Capture Ratio: The upside capture ratio is used to analyze the performance of a

fund manager during bull runs, i.e. when the benchmark had risen. The ratio is expressed in

percentage. It is calculated by dividing fund returns by the benchmark returns during an up-

market period. The formula is given below:

Upside Capture Ratio = (Fund returns during bull runs/Benchmark Returns) * 100

(Image Courtesy: Google)
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It shows the ability of the fund to beat the benchmark at the time of bull runs. We get an idea

of how much more returns the fund earned as compared to the benchmark. An upside capture

ratio of more than 100 indicates that the fund beat the benchmark during the period of the

market rally. A fund having upside capture ratio of 150 (example) shows that it gained 50%

more than its benchmark in bull runs.

b. Downside Capture Ratio: The downside capture ratio is used to analyze how a fund

manager performed during a bearish trend, i.e. when the benchmark had fallen. It is

calculated by dividing fund returns by the benchmark returns during a down market period.

The formula is given below:

Downside Capture Ratio = (Fund returns during bear runs/Benchmark Returns) * 100

(Image Courtesy: Google)

We get an idea of how much lesser returns the fund lost as compared to the benchmark at the

time of bear runs. A downside capture ratio of less than 100 indicates that the fund managed

to lose less than the benchmark during the period of a market slump. A fund having

downside capture ratio of 80 (example) shows that it lost 20% less than its benchmark in bear

runs.

Things to consider as an investor

When we are using capture ratios for mutual fund comparison, we need to bear a few things in

mind:

1. Always use a capture ratio which matches our investment horizon. A 3-year capture ratio

would be irrelevant for a 5-year goal.

2. The benchmark used to compare the performance of a mutual fund should match the fund

category. We can’t use Sensex to compare the performance of a debt fund.

3. Always compare apples to apples, i.e. capture ratios of funds belonging to the same category.

Don’t compare the performance of an equity fund with a debt fund.

How to use Capture ratios in Mutual Fund Selection?

Capture ratios can be a handy tool to select an appropriate mutual fund. The basic thumb rule is

to choose a fund that gains more than the benchmark during a boom and loses less than the

benchmark during a bust. While comparing mutual funds, choose the one with higher upside
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capture ratio and lowest downside capture ratio. The reason is that the fund manager needs to

justify the fee charged from the investors. Else we would be better off investing in low-cost

index funds. Capture ratios may be used to assess whether the fund is performing as per its

investment objective. When the goal of a fund is to outperform the benchmark and its capture

ratio is close to 100, it indicates that the fund is not achieving its purpose. Ideally, its ratio should

be more than 100. Similarly, if a fund’s objective is to prevent losses during the recession, its

capture ratio needs to be less than that of the index. In the opposite scenario, it would mean that

the fund is losing more than the benchmark, hence giving the inferior performance.

Information Ratio (IR) – Definition and Formula

They say the mutual fund is one of the most painless financial products to invest in as the fund

manager takes care of everything. However, it is important to perform regular checks on our own,

too. This is essential to understanding where we stand and making logical predictions about our

investments. While the benchmark index is a basic tool to analyze the fund performance, it

should not be the final word for a serious investor. There are other tools like Information Ratio

(IR) to further assess the performance of the scheme.

Mutual Fund Analysis with the Information Ratio

There are two ways of managing mutual fund investments – the active management or the

passive management approach (explained in Part 16 of the series). The former manually involves

strategizing the fund allocation and timing of the fund transactions, while the latter moves in

tandem with the market by investing in an index. The active management adds to our expense

ratio (fees) and hence, we need to make sure that the fund manager’s approach is contributing

positively to the fund performance. The IR can tell us the reliability and expertise of an asset

manager in minimizing the risks and rising above the benchmark. It gauges whether he/she has

crossed the benchmark by a higher margin every quarter or smaller margins monthly.

Information Ratio weighs how successful the fund house strategy is in its investments and

allocations. Using it, we can compare the extra returns made by the mutual fund as opposed to

the market fluctuations. In short, a mutual fund investment is more than its returns.

How to Calculate the Information Ratio

1. Step 1: Take the returns per day/month of the mutual fund and the benchmark (use daily

returns) for a specific period.

2. Step 2: The difference between the returns and the benchmark (whether negative or positive)

reveals the performance.

3. Step 3: Take out the average of the differences (per day/month) for the entire period. This

will be the ‘Average’. Then, there is the standard deviation from the benchmark (per

day/month).

4. Step 4: Divide the active returns over the benchmark by the volatility of those returns and we

get the Information Ratio. A higher IR indicates a higher active return and vice versa.
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(Image Courtesy: Google)

IR Formula Outcome Analysis

Higher IR is a positive outcome and vice versa. Hence, if our fund yields a better average excess

return over lower standard deviation, then it is performing supremely. Don’t forget that the ratio

depends on the tenure we consider while calculating. If the benchmark is more than the average,

it indicates a negative IR and poor performance. There is a glaring flaw of IR, which can mislead

investors if they don’t use any other analytics. Sometimes, even a negative IR can outstrip the

benchmark or a fund with a higher information ratio falls behind the benchmark. This happens

because IR considers only mathematic average without counting the compounded returns. Never

consider the active returns vs. benchmark alone. It is more important to look for consistency of

IR over a period of time.

Why IR is a reliable tool to help us choose the Best Mutual Fund?

1. The Information Ratio is more practical and accurate compared to tools like Sharpe Ratio. It

doesn’t merely measure and compare returns and benchmark but also adjusts the results as

per market volatility.

2. While the Sharpe Ratio merely reveals how much an investor gets compensated for the risks

endured, the IR divulges how much the asset manager yielded by benchmark deviation.

3. The greater the Information Ratio is, the better and constant the performance. Looking for

consistency is vital as investors enter and exit at different times – this shouldn’t impact the

performance.

4. More dependable and better performing fund, which will give a more consistent investor

experience. This is important as investors come in at different points in time.

5. Investors interested in the small-cap and mid-cap mutual fund space must be especially

aware of the contextual risks and historic performance and IR is the best tool to assess them.

Information Ratio and Our Portfolio

There is one more term we need to understand before we use the Information Ratio to build our

portfolio – ‘Alpha’ (explained in Part 16 of the series). According to experts, the Alpha is

defined as a measurement of a fund’s performance calculated on a risk-adjusted basis. When

calculating the Alpha, one takes volatility of a mutual fund – also known as the price risk and
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compares it to a benchmark index. So, the excess return that a fund generates relative to the

return generated by the benchmark index is therefore, known as the Alpha. Thus, by using the

Information Ratio correctly, we can pick the best mutual funds and investment managers for our

portfolio. For instance, if we notice that fund A has a higher Alpha return than fund B according

to a market analysis, then we should choose fund A for our portfolio.;

Dividend Yield Ratio: Calculation, Formula, Analysis, Explanation

The dividend yield is the amount a company pays to its investors as dividends in comparison

with the current market price of the stock. The dividend yield is a way to measure how much

cash flow we are getting for each rupee invested in an equity position. In the absence of any

capital gains, dividends are treated as the return on stock investment. Investors can be classified

as growth-oriented and value-oriented investors, where the former invests in growing

companies and expects returns in the form of capital gains as the company grows over time.

Value-oriented investors, on the other hand, expect stable returns in the form of dividends along

with capital gains over the long term. The dividend yield ratio is highly useful for value-

oriented investors.

Formula
The dividend yield ratio is calculated using the following formula:

Dividend Yield Ratio = Dividend Per Share / Market Value Per Share

In the simplest form of calculation, we can take the amount of dividend per share and divide it

with the market value per share to get the dividend yield ratio. However, companies tend to

announce the dividends as gross dividends distributed. In that case, it will have to be divided by

the outstanding common stock in that year. The market value of the share is taken as the one at

the end of the tenure in question.

Calculation
Example a company has announced Rs. 10,00,000 as cash dividend to be paid during the current

year. The number of outstanding common stock is 10,000. So, the dividend that each share will

earn would be as follows:

Dividend per share = Total Cash Dividend / Outstanding Common Stock =

10,00,000/10,000 = 100

So, the dividend per share would be Rs. 100.

To calculate the dividend yield ratio, we will have to divide this by the current market price. If

the current market price of the share is Rs. 1,000, we get the following:
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(Image Courtesy: Google)

Analysis

As we saw earlier, dividends are essential for investors who wish to make a continuous passive

income from their investments. The dividend yield ratio will give us the productivity of our

investments. Dividends are also considered as a sign of a stable company since only profit-

making companies pay dividends. Historically, companies that pay dividends mostly continue to

do so as a dividend cut is received adversely by the markets. The companies that offer regular

dividends are considered as mature companies since it shows the control over liquidity position.

Since value investors prefer this, such companies do well even in the time of market lows.

Explanation

Dividend yield ratio is one of the several parameters that are used to evaluate a company before

purchasing their stocks. Investors also use forward dividend yield ratio and trailing dividend

yield ratio to get a better understanding of the company’s dividend yield. The dividend yield

ratio is significantly different across several industries. Industries such as IT or electronics are

known to have a negligible dividend yield. On the contrary, PSU or FMCG can have a stable

dividend yield. It is essential to understand that not all companies with a high dividend yield

ratio are worth investing. If the market price of the share is falling, the dividend yield ratio

becomes more attractive. In such a case, the company might not be a good buy. Finally, it is also

vital to understand that the stability in dividend yield and strong fundamentals are a few of the

positive indicators for purchasing a stock. One should also consider other macro-economic

factors such as government policies before investing.

Mutual Fund Fact Sheet Analysis

Mutual fund fact sheet analysis is essential before investing in any mutual fund scheme. It gives

us information about the fund house, the composition of the plan and where our money is going

to be invested.
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Mutual Fund Fact Sheet

A mutual fund fact sheet is an essential document that is designed to give an overview of the

mutual fund and its performance. It is beneficial for potential investors to go through this report

to analyze and evaluate a mutual fund scheme and learn the pros and cons of the same.

(Image Courtesy: Google)

A fact sheet provides a simple and understandable picture of the fund through simple description

and illustrations through charts. It presents a good idea of a particular mutual fund to the investor

who can take the first step towards considering whether to invest in a mutual fund or not. Mutual

fund sheets are disclosed monthly.

Components of a mutual fund fact sheet

The fact sheets generally give out information related to the following aspects of a mutual fund

scheme:

1. Fees: Mutual funds charge an expense ratio to manage our money on our behalf and to run

the overall administration of the fund house. An investor can learn the details of fees

involved in buying a mutual fund and how much to be paid to the fund manager.

2. Risk Assessment: Not every mutual fund is made for us. There may be mutual funds that are

not appropriate for the specific type of investors, depending on their risk appetite or financial

standing. To assess the risk attached to the fund, the investor must assess his/her financial

position in relation to the risk associated with the mutual fund.

3. Annualized Returns: Before selecting a mutual fund, it is essential to examine it from a

returns standpoint. A record of the returns earned by a mutual fund over the past 1, 3, 5, and

10 years is presented to give a picture of how the mutual fund has fared in the market over a

period of time.

Why is Mutual Fund Fact Sheet Analysis important?

Mutual fund investments may often seem tricky and confusing to potential new investors, which

is why it is advisable to equip oneself with detailed information of the know-how of investing in

these schemes. Financial advisors can come in handy in providing essential and invaluable tips

and advice. However, as an investor, one must take time and effort to ensure they possess

explicit knowledge of their investments’ performance in these mutual funds. Mutual fund fact

sheets, to this very effect, come in handy for investors to keep track and remain well informed of
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their mutual fund investments. The factual data and information these fact sheets contain help

investors to gain an overview of the portfolio and close insight into the performance of these

funds.

Key ratios involved in a mutual fund fact sheet analysis

Portfolio Turnover Ratio Measures the funds trading activity

Expense Ratio Cost of managing the funds

Beta Measures funds volatility compared to the benchmark

Sharpe Ratio Measures funds’ performance compared to the risk taken

R-squared Measures relationship between portfolio and the benchmark

Information Ratio Measure of risk-adjusted returns of the funds

How to Interpret a Mutual Fund Fact Sheet?

A mutual fund fact sheet contains a plethora of information one should look into and consider

before investing. This information pertains to the following aspects of the mutual funds:

1. Basic Information: This provides general information about the fund such as its objective,

options, plan, net asset value, the minimum amount to be invested and data related to assets

managed. Suitability of a particular product is highlighted by fund’s ‘product labeling’ and

risk associated with a particular fund is given by ‘riskometer’.

2. Performance details: By providing the funds’ historical performance data, a clear picture is

obtained of how the fund has fared in the market across time frames. This can be further

compared to the individual fund’s benchmark and the market benchmark. These may include

the graphical representation of the annual performances along with prescribed performance

tables.

3. Information about Fund Managers: A fund manager’s expertise in the handling of

portfolios is a very decisive factor in the effective managing of the investment. A fund

manager’s experience and qualifications are available in the fact sheet for investors to know

them better. Their performance in handling portfolios across time is listed alongside.

4. Portfolio Attributes:

Equity/Hybrid Funds Debt Funds
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Asset Allocation:

Talks about different asset classes in a portfolio –

equity, debt, and cash

Credit Quality:

Debt funds are classified according to

its credit ratings

Company and Sector Allocation:

Informs about the concentration level of funds in

sectors and company stocks, whether the funds are

concentrated on fewer stocks or diversified across

stocks.

Instrument break-up:

Gives information on allocation to

various debt instruments

Quantitative Data such as:

– Average maturity period for debt

securities in the portfolio

– The modified duration – which is the

measure of the price sensitivity of the

debt portfolio to interest rate changes.

– Yield to maturity indicating returns

earned from interest and annual

gain/loss from bonds till the time of

maturity.

Fact sheets can be a reliable guide for investors as the financial markets are subject to

unpredictable fluctuations and volatility. Always use it to spread or mitigate risks and for diligent

investment decision making.

Conclusion

Many a time investing in mutual funds might be a jittery activity. It involves an analysis of

numerous qualitative and quantitative factors across different time intervals. Additionally, we

need to keep our financial goals, risk appetite and investment horizon in mind. In case, tracking

financial markets isn’t your cup of tea, hire the services of a certified financial planner to invest

in hand-picked funds in a hassle-free manner.

How to Invest at a Market High

We, every year have that point of the year when it seems that the stock market is at its all time

high and while we all waited for this opportune moment to begin investing.

But wait!

Is it really the best time to enter?
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Don’t lose ourselves in the exuberance all around. We never know where the market is heading

the next moment.

A few questions still remain unanswered:

 Is the market going to rise further or is it going to fall?

 Should we be a skeptic and wait for a correction or cheer up and invest right away?

Waiting for a market correction to start investing would result in loss of opportunity. This is

exactly why we should get going immediately. If we keep waiting for a market correction, we

will stay stuck. This is why we should invest, even at a market high, as the markets are only

going to go higher. Sure, there will be a few hiccups on the way, but the general market

trajectory is going to be largely upward-looking. In case, one is a novice investor, this time

demands higher levels of composure from his end. Instead of placing impulsive bets and

repenting later, sitting down and formulating an investment strategy (with help, of course) is the

way to go. Lemme brief a few investment strategies that one can follow:

1. Review the entire portfolio: When we initially might have constructed our portfolio in the

beginning of the cycle, markets may have been quite different. Now that so much time has

elapsed in between, chances are the valuations might have changed. The reasons which made

us buy that bunch of stocks might no longer exist. The market leaders might have changed

ranks. In such a situation, sticking to laggards might end us up in losses. So, using this time

to review the entire portfolio is the best thing to do. Weed out the stocks which don’t seem

valuable anymore.

2. Re-balance the portfolio: We need to know that market volatility affects our

portfolio’s asset allocation. Our original asset allocation might have been in ratio of say

50:50 (equity: debt) but the steadily rising markets might have skewed the original

allocations. It means that now the ratio must have become say 70:30 (equity: debt). On one

hand, it may seem a lucrative opportunity to accumulate more wealth but if it is not in line

with one’s risk preferences, we may land up in trouble. Yes, that is right because our

portfolio may have now become riskier than we actually can digest. If one doesn’t want to

carry a riskier portfolio, then it is better to re-balance it. Re-balancing involves bringing the

skewed allocation to it original asset allocation of say 50:50 in this case.

3. Diversify the portfolio: It might happen that our portfolio is composed only of small-cap or

mid-cap stocks. In a rising market, a concentrated portfolio might increase our chances of

losing money. When markets are really high, we need to diversify. In diversification, we

need to include stocks of different market capitalization. We can invest in large-cap stocks

which tend to be stable during such volatility.

4. Start SIP in mutual funds: For the first-time investors, trading in the stock market can be

tricky. If that is not one’s ball game, then go for equity mutual funds. Equity mutual funds

give similar kind of investment experience; although with greater diversification and

professional fund management. One may think of starting a Systematic Investment Plan
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(SIP) in equity funds. Via this, one will be placing smaller bets in a consistent manner. Over

a period, it will give us the advantage of rupee-cost averaging.

5. Never invest in something that we don’t understand: One mistake we shouldn’t commit is

investing in a complicated financial product. Market highs are usually accompanied with

fund houses launching sophisticated offerings. We might come across a lot of New Fund

Offers (NFOs) during this time. These offerings might promise sky-high returns. However,

we shouldn’t get enticed by the lure, especially when the product offering is not transparent.

Ensure that we understand, what we are getting into before investing. Moreover, invest in a

financial product which has an investment history of 5 to 10 years. Even if we want to take

the risk, don’t invest lump sum in a single stock or fund.

6. Goal-based investing: Mapping specific mutual funds to specific goals will help us not only

choose mutual funds correctly, but also keep track of them in a better way. We can choose

mutual funds depending upon the term and the risk profile of the goal.

All said and done, market highs and market lows will come and go. The volatility shouldn’t

bother long-term investors. We should keep an eye on our goals and invest in a systematic

manner.

Why Balanced Funds make sense at a Market High?

Balanced funds offer the perfect blend of equity and debt exposure. Hybrid fund managers will

invest in both debt and equity in specific proportions. The equity-debt ratio depends solely on the

orientation of the fund.

How do Balanced Funds work?

Balanced funds help us to ride the equity wave while still maintaining a low-risk profile. They

invest the fund’s assets in equity shares as well as debt instruments in a specific ratio according

to the investment mandate of the fund. The main objective behind such asset allocation is to

enjoy the benefit of diversification. Instead of risking all our money in equity, the balanced fund

helps us invest prudently with lower risk. A balanced fund can be equity-oriented or debt-

oriented. An equity-oriented balanced fund invests at least 65% of its assets in equities. The rest

of the fund’s corpus is spent primarily in debt or at times, some portion of it is held in cash. On

the contrary, a debt-oriented balanced fund invests at least 65% of its assets in debt and money

market instruments. The rest of the fund’s corpus is invested primarily in equities.

Who should invest in Balanced Funds?

Usually, other mutual funds like equity funds change their asset allocation according to the

changing economic conditions. However, balanced funds strictly behave in line with their

orientation. These funds don’t go beyond the 65% limit as prescribed in the investment mandate.

Balanced funds are meant for investors who require a fusion of income, safety and moderate

capital appreciation. During the bull runs, the fund will be able to generate higher returns due to

the equity component. However, during the bear runs, the debt component provides a cushion to

prevent erosion of fund returns.

https://cleartax.in/s/equity-funds-invest/?ref=articles-search
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Things an investor should consider for balanced funds:

1. Risk: Even though they have a certain percentage of funds’ assets allocated to debt

instruments, balanced funds are not entirely risk-free. The equity component of the balanced

fund makes the fund vulnerable to market risks. Market risk causes the fund value to

fluctuate as per the movements of the underlying benchmark. Balanced funds are less risky

as compared to pure equity funds; but to make the most out of our investments, we need to

exercise caution and re-balance our portfolio regularly.

2. Return: If one is a moderately aggressive investor, then he might think of investing in

balanced funds. Historically, equity-oriented balanced funds have been found to deliver

average returns in the range of 10%-12%. Despite having the debt component in its portfolio,

balanced funds do not offer guaranteed returns. The performance of underlying securities

affects Net Asset Value (NAV) of these funds and may fluctuate due to market movements.

Moreover, they might not declare dividends during market downturns.

3. Cost: Balanced funds charge an annual fee for managing our portfolio, which is known as the

expense ratio. It is shown as a percentage of the fund’s average assets. It reflects the

operating efficiency of the fund and becomes an important criterion at the time of fund

selection. Before investing in a balanced fund, we need to compare its expense ratio with that

of competitive funds. Ensure that it has a low expense ratio as compared to peer funds as this

will translate into higher take-home returns for the investor.

4. Investment Horizon: Balanced funds may be ideal for a conservative investor who is ready

to invest his savings in 5-year bank fixed deposits (FDs). As compared to an FD, balanced

funds may deliver higher returns over a medium-term investment horizon of say five years.

Additionally, we would get the benefit of indexation on long-term capital gains on the debt

components. If we want to earn a risk-free rate of return, we may go for arbitrage funds

which bet on price differentials of securities in different markets.

5. Financial Goals: Balanced funds may be used for intermediate financial goals which can be

achieved in 5-7 years. If we have goals like buying a car or funding higher education of one’s

own, we may consider balanced funds as a means to finance these goals. Even budding

investors who are not opting to manage their portfolio actively but have a low-risk appetite

may also invest in balanced funds. Retirees may invest in balanced funds and go for a

dividend option to supplement their post-retirement income.

6. Tax on Gains: The capital gains on balanced funds are taxed based on the orientation of the

fund. Equity-oriented balanced funds are taxed just like pure equity. If we hold our

investment for more than a year, the capital gains are treated as long-term capital

gains. Long-term capital gains (LTCG) over Rs. 1 lakh on equity component are taxed at the

rate of 10% without the benefit of indexation. Short-term capital gains on equity components

are taxed at a rate of 15%. The debt component of balanced funds is taxed like debt funds.

https://cleartax.in/s/mutual-funds-risk
https://cleartax.in/s/portfolio-rebalancing
https://cleartax.in/s/nav-important-selecting-mutual-fund
https://cleartax.in/s/expense-ratio-mutual-funds
https://cleartax.in/s/fixed-deposits
https://cleartax.in/s/build-portfolio-funds/?ref=articles-search
https://cleartax.in/s/equity-funds-ltcg-taxation
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STCG from the debt component is added to the investor’s income and taxed according to his

income tax slab. LTCG from the debt component is taxed at the rate of 20% after

indexation and 10% without the benefit of indexation.

(Image Courtesy: Google)

Top 5 Balanced Funds in India

While selecting a fund, we need to analyze the fund from different angles. There are various

quantitative and qualitative parameters which can be used to arrive at the best-balanced funds as

per our requirements. Additionally, we need to keep our financial goals, risk appetite and

investment horizon in mind. The following table shows the top 5 balanced funds in India based

on the past five year returns. Investors may choose the funds based on a different investment

horizon like 10 year returns. We may include other criteria like financial ratios as well to pick up

the best fund.

(Table Courtesy: Cleartax.com)

*The order of funds doesn’t suggest any recommendations. Investors may choose the funds as

per their goals. Returns are subject to change.

(Series to be Continued)

(We shall continue this Article on Finance in the Part 21 of this Series in Volume 3 Issue

5 – September–October 2020 Issue – First Part with Mutual Funds)

https://cleartax.in/s/indexation-helps-reduce-tax-debt-fund-gains/
https://cleartax.in/s/indexation-helps-reduce-tax-debt-fund-gains/
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